
Sale – December 23rd

We cast off from Magwe at 06:00 – there was not need for a wake up call as the diesels are so loud.

I was up on deck by 06:30 wearing shorts.  I quickly found out that there had been a dramatic drop in 
temperature.  Cold winds had come in from the Himalayas.  After a breakfast of cereal and fruit I went 
back to my cabin and changed into long pants and put on my sweater.

I was in the galley at 07:10 when the helm went hard down and I almost lost my balance.  The channel 
we had been following suddenly became too shallow.  A barge and tug nearby also stopped dead.  The 
two vessels then spent some time weaving back and forth trying to find some deep water.  The barge 
finally sent out a scouting boat with two men in the prow with sounding poles.

At 07:20 we ran aground on a sand bar.  There was communication with the barge tug and at 07:35 we 
backed off the sand bar and followed the barge combination up the new channel.

At 10:30 we had an hour long lecture on Buddhist wedding ritual.  The fact that it took an hour speaks 
to the complicated proceedings.  Of the population of 60 million, 87% are Buddhist, 9% Christian 
(Baptists) and 3% Muslim.  You must be 18 years old to marry.  After three children, a couple can have 
free sterilization.

At noon I decided to have a look in the miniscule ship's boutique.  I spotted the white golf shirt the 
crew were wearing and decided I had better check sizes.  It looked good with a Longyi.  There was 
only one in my size so I grabbed it for $15 as my trip souvenir.  The trick was to find the offset for the 
Thai 44 pound restriction.

By 12:30 the temperature was back to hot – sun block required and applied.  When we found a patch of
open water, this vessel moved at 13 kph against the current – giving a probable speed of 18kph. 

13:00 brought a lunch of Beef Stroganoff that I had pre-ordered at breakfast.  During lunch a couple of 
small skiffs with white flags came downstream.  We finally determined that they were scouting the 
shallows for larger craft.  Sure enough, a flotilla of three barges with tons of teak logs came past.

After lunch I stripped to the waist and sat in my cabin with the doors wide open to catch some sun.  It 
was that warm – try that in Toronto in December.  From time to time there were green strips close to 
the river bank where peanuts and onions were being grown.

We were moored at Sale by 15:30 and started a four kilometre exploration on foot of this river bank 
town.  My back thanked me.  We were to have visited a beautiful teak monastery named Yout-Saun-
Kyaung with extraordinary wood carvings, but, it being Monday, it was closed as are all museums in 
Burma.  

After 1885 the British wanted to exploit the oil-rich area of Sale.  Drilling companies came in after 
1886 and property prices went up as much as to hundred times.  Suddenly-rich peanut and sesame seed 
farmers moved into town and built substantial houses.

The oil facilities were destroyed as the British retreated into India in 1942.  Wells were plugged with 
concrete.  Wherever we went there were kids who posed for photographs without putting their hands 
out for money.  The kids are open, trusting and smiling, which would indicate that they are loved and 



doted upon.  I have seen no baby carriages – infants are carried in the arms by both men and women.

We watched a woman stuffing a futon with kapok,  Elsewhere there was a small factory turning out 
peanut oil using German machinery from the 1950s.  By the way, if you dry peanuts in the sun, a 
surround of chilies will keep the insects at bay.

There were a lot of derelict colonial style houses that would make a great movie set.  One lovely 
example had the date 1923 under a crest with the Lion and Unicorn.  At one street corner there was a 
lovely Neem Tree – the so-called “tooth brush: tree as its twigs can be used as a tooth brush.  Most of 
the streets were dirt, one main road loose gravel and a couple of back streets had badly broken tarmac.  
The town's fire engine was a vintage Korean creation.

The guide has a Catholic mother and a Buddhist father – the mother a high school teacher and the 
father the Assistant Division Commissioner.  One of his grandfathers used to float bamboo rafts down 
to Rangoon and then take to train back up river to pick up more bamboo.  When asked why he was 
doing such lowly work when he had a university degree he said that he was actually a British spy. 

Then we spent some time in the huge religious complex.  It was basically rundown having seen much 
better days.  Our ship guide called it the Vatican City and said it occupied one fifth of the area of Sale.  
We had a young monk with us – I thought he was six but he said he was twelve.

The transport of choice is the motor cycle.  A Chinese one costs $340 while the Japanese one comes in 
at$ 3,000 – after three years the price is the same because the Chinese bike needs constant maintenance
and a steady supply of spare parts.  I had heard this before in another Asian country.

On the way back to the ship the birds were roosting as we passed a mosque that services 20 Muslim 
families.

We moored at Sale for the night having gone 99 kms upriver from Magwe.
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